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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:

Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psa
There is no king saved by the multitude of an host: a mighty man
33:16 is not delivered by much strength.
Psa
An horse is a vain thing for safety: neither shall he deliver any by
33:17 his great strength.
Psa
Behold, the eye of the LORD is upon them that fear him, upon
33:18 them that hope in his mercy;
Psa
To deliver their soul from death, and to keep them alive in famine.
33:19
Psa
Our soul waiteth for the LORD: he is our help and our shield.
33:20
Psa
For our heart shall rejoice in him, because we have trusted in his
33:21 holy name.
Psa
Let thy mercy, O LORD, be upon us, according as we hope in thee.
33:22
Russia & China Combining Forces in Syria
Wednesday, October 5, 2016
The Russians are preparing to win World War III.
They have presently evacuated 40 million
Russians who have been transported to bunkers
in an effort to practice to survive and an American
nuclear strike.
Meanwhile, what has Obama done to protect the
lives of American citizens? The answer is that he
hates America & Americans and will not lift a
finger to save even one American. This is why we
have no bunkers.
Hillary Clinton has promised to enforce a no-fly zone
in Syria. This means certain war. John Kerry has
threatened to send terrorists to destroy Russian cities. Defense Secretary, Ashton
Carter, has stated that our children will live in a world that is a burned out cinder. As if
Russia needed more provocation to launch a first strike against America, there are four
reasons why Putin will do exactly that and all four reasons relate to Syria.
This report identifies the four major reasons which underlies the Russian military
presence in Syria.
1. Russia is Protecting Its Only Middle East Allies

ISIS is a CIA creation. As former Army Special Operations Officer, Scott Bennett states,
“ISIS was a CIA creation, supplied by illegally-left-behind military equipment in Iraq”.
According to Bennett, ISIS is funded by CIA sponsored, covert Swiss bank
accounts. ISIS’ purpose was to eventually bleed over into Syria, where they would
help foment the collapse of the Assad regime. Once Syria had been toppled, Iran
would be invaded and the Federal Reserve’s Petrodollar would be saved.
Conversely, Syria and Iran are Russia’s only path into the Middle East. Subsequently,
Putin has very cleverly turned the tables on the CIA strategy to use ISIS to topple Syria
and this has provided Russia with a pretext to have a military presence in the region.
2. Russia is Leading the Charge Away from the Petrodollar
The BRICS have attacked the sacred
Federal Reserve by undermining the
Petrodollar. BRICS is the acronym for an
association of five major emerging
national economies: Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africa.
At the beginning of the of the Syria/Iran
crisis, all of the world’s nations used the
dollar as the world’s reserve currency
except for IRAN and SYRIA. So long as the world used the dollar as a prerequisite
to purchase oil, the nations of the world would always prove to be subservient to
the United States and its “Petrodollar”. The Federal Reserve dollar has been the
world’s reserve currency since 1944. It provides the only backing for the dollar.
Without the dollar being on World Reserve currency status, the dollar would hyperinflate and crash in a very short amount of time. The lives of average Americans would
be over as they have known it.
There have been past attempts to abandon the practice of purchasing Iraqi oil without
first going through the Federal Reserve to purchase the Petrodollar. In the early 1990’s,
France and Germany attempted to use the Euro to “quietly purchase” oil from Iraq. Iraq
was then invaded by the United States. When history repeated itself, Iraq was
invaded again, and Saddam Hussein was executed. When Libya did not play ball
with the Central banks over much of the same issue, it was invaded and Gadhafi
was executed. When JFK printed silver certificates in an attempt to bypass the
Federal Reserve, he was also executed. Putin is standing tall in opposition to this
trend. At the end of the day, he too, will be executed or assassinated once he has
fulfilled his purpose.
While growing weary of paying higher prices for oil in order to prop up the
Petrodollar, Russia, under Putin, led a bold charge away from the world reserve
status of the dollar. Iran and Syria began to sell its oil for gold. India, Brazil, South
Africa and most of all, China joined the revolution against the dollar and the BRICS
were formed. The US postured to invade Iran under the pretense that Iran was
developing nuclear weapons. Russia and China both threatened to nuke the
United States and Obama backed down. All of this adds up to the eventual death of
the dollar and ultimately, World War III.
As a result, the dollar now has a date with destiny. Putin’s actions are starting to leave
the Federal Reserve without backing for the dollar. With a $19 trillion dollar deficit, a

$240 trillion dollar unfunded and mandated liabilities (like: Social Security,
Medicare, etc.) and a whopping $1.5 quadrillion dollar credit swap derivatives
debt; the dollar, after losing much of its former Petrodollar status, is the on the
verge of collapse and it could happen any day.
3. Russia Is Preparing to Invade the Middle East
Russia’s excuse to eradicate ISIS on the pretense of saving the Assad regime of
Syria, has provided Russia with a means to build a military base of operations in
Syria and serves to provide a path in which they can invade US-friendly Middle
East partner oil-rich nations who are promoting the continuance of the
Petrodollar. Quite frankly, I am surprised that the United States, under Federal
Reserve Board leadership, has not already launched a nuclear first strike. I fear that day
is coming. The Federal Reserve will not go down without a fight. The Russian counter
strategy is to occupy as many parts of the world as possible, thus, making it
impossible for the US to effectively counter the BRICS economic war upon the
Petrodollar.
4. All the World Is a Stage and Putin is the Leading Man
Putin is ex-KGB. As a result, following the collapse of the former Soviet Union,
the KGB morphed into the Russian mafia and ruthlessly controlled Russian
politics, media and much of its foreign policy. The Russian mafia was a brutal
entity. In short, Putin is a thug, a KGB Mafioso thug who has brutally murdered
tens of thousands of his own people. The fools that engage in worshipping Putin
are very misguided. The only reason that Putin enjoys rock star status among
some misinformed Americans is because he publicly espouses the beliefs of
Russian people, which also (to a large extent) represent mainstream middle class
American values. Putin is openly anti-gay, while the White House displays the colors of
the rainbow after the Supreme Court’s ruling on gay marriage. Putin has banned
GMO’s, while Congress blocks any legitimate control over MonSatano, and Putin has
told the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) to go to hades, while Obama is their lap
dog. Putin is actually arrogant enough and enough of a demagogue to believe that he
can overcome the satanically inspired banking forces on the planet. Eventually, Putin
will suffer the same fate as Saddam Hussein though.
Today it was announced that Russia on Wednesday turned to Twitter to justify its
deployment of advanced S-300 anti-aircraft missile systems to Syria. Russia is
ready and the US is not!!
Also, who can forget this report in which it was detailed that the Chinese military is
executing a military build up in Syria. All roads may lead to Rome but all the roads
leading to WW3 lead to Damascus. It is Biblical and it is almost upon us.
Short of divine intervention, World War III is a foregone conclusion. Each and any
of these four reasons will culminate in the final date with destiny, and if these
reasons were not enough, the American establishment keeps poking the
proverbial stick in the eye of Russia.
In short, Putin is being used by the NWO to move the planet toward World War III.
The NWO wants World War III in order to promote ‘order out of chaos’. They want
a war of political and economic unification. Putin is their unwitting accomplice to
this end. At the end of the day, Putin, like Obama, will lead their respective

nations to total annihilation and the final version of the New World Order will be
upon us.
Play to 5:53: https://youtu.be/cYD2absO4d4?t=15s
http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2016/10/russia-china-combining-forcesin-syria-2463163.html
++ World War Three will be 'extremely lethal and fast': US Army bosses reveal
what could happen if the US took on Russia or China
5 October 2016--It is a chilling vision of war - and one unlike any other ever
fought. US military bosses have revealed their predictions for a major conflict.
Artificial intelligence and smart weapons would be at the fore - with a 'modern
nation-states acting aggressively', Army bosses have revealed.
'A conventional conflict in the near future will be extremely lethal and fast, and we
will not own the stopwatch,' said Maj. Gen. William Hix on a future-of-the-Army
panel at the annual meeting of the Association of the U.S. Army in Washington,
according to Defence One.
'The speed of events are likely to strain our human abilities,' Hix said.
China and Russia are both mustering conventionally massive militaries that are
increasingly technological — and forcing the Pentagon to contemplate and
prepare for 'violence on the scale that the U.S. Army has not seen since Korea,'
said Hix
Lt. Gen. Joseph Anderson, Army deputy chief of staff for operations, plans, and
training said the US faces threats from 'modern nation-states acting aggressively
in militarized competition.'
'Who does that sound like? Russia?' he said.
War between nation states at some point in the future 'is almost guaranteed,' said
Army Chief of Staff Gen. Mark A. Milley at the same event.
Russia Adds Hundreds of Warheads Under Nuclear Treaty 61 new warheads
since April under New START
Russia increased its deployed nuclear warheads over the past six months under
a strategic arms reduction treaty as U.S. nuclear warhead stocks declined
sharply, according to the State Department.
During the same period, the United States cut its deployed nuclear warheads by
114, increasing the disparity between the two nuclear powers.
Russia’s warhead increases since 2011 suggest Moscow does not intend to cut
its nuclear forces and will abandon the New START arms accord as part of a
major nuclear buildup.
“It is now highly unlikely that Russia intends to comply with New START,” said
Mark Schneider, a former Pentagon nuclear weapons specialist now with the
National Institute for Policy.
At the same time, the Obama administration is continuing a program of unilateral
nuclear disarmament despite promises by President Obama to modernize and
maintain U.S. nuclear forces as long as strategic dangers are present.
The latest Russian warhead increases coincide with increased tensions between
Moscow and the West.

Putin Readies a Nation for Nuclear War as America Sleeps
Thursday, October 6, 2016 (N.Morgan) In this installment of the AMTV Report with
Christopher Greene, Christopher discusses some of the developments currently
taking place in the world as well as those happening in our backyard.
Multiple reports have Vladimir Putin reportedly preparing Russian citizens for the
possibility of a nuclear bombardment.
Russia is coordinating a massive evacuation drill for more than 40 million people
in preparation for nuclear war.
Over 200,000 emergency services personnel and soldiers will use 50,000 pieces
of equipment during the massive civil defense exercise.
As global tensions intensify, Russian state officials are preparing a terrified
citizenry for a nuclear war – which Russia claims will be kicked off by the United
States.
Play to 3:10: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LF04N0LSDqQ

http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2016/10/putin-readies-40-millionpeople-for-nuclear-war-video-2463198.html
From 'Code Red Alert' To The 'Red Screen': Are 44 Afghan Nationals On The
Loose In America Planning An 'End Game' Attack To Be Blamed Upon Russia
That Launches World War 3?
Back on September 28th, Susan Duclos put out a 'Code Red Alert' story on ANP,
warning that something huge might be coming to America after Bill Gertz over at
the Washington Free Beacon reported that seven missing Afghan nationals who
had been receiving military training in the US had disappeared from the military
bases they were training at. Susan warned us then we might be witnessing
another sign of something huge coming to America in the next few weeks prior to
the election as the 'nwo' works towards its 'end game' here in America.
While 7 potential terrorists on the loose in America might not raise too many
eyebrows and wasn't stressed heavily in the mainstream media, this new story
from Kit Daniels over at Infowars raises that bar. Telling us AT LEAST 44 Afghan
nationals that had taken advantage of a Pentagon program to illegally immigrate
to the US since January of 2015 had gone missing, we have to wonder how many
more potential terrorists may have been allowed into this country in the years
prior to 2015 and how many more of them have simply 'disappeared' that we don't
know about?
We take a look below at a sobering new alert from Steve Quayle in which he
warns us why he is only 3 events away from 'putting up his red screen' as well as
taking a look at a series of events that could quickly take us to nuclear war after
Russia 'strongly warned the US' against striking Syrian Army forces while
terrorists are on the loose in America who could be used to trigger a nuclear
apocalypse. The fact that ISIS actually WANTS a nuclear apocalypse tells us
much that we need to know. By the way, if Quayle puts up his 'red screen' it'll
mean that nuclear war is imminent and it's time to 'hunker and bunker' down.

SQ: I AM ONLY THREE EVENTS, FROM PUTTING UP MY RED SCREEN, WHICH
SIMPLY MEANS HUNKER AND BUNKER AND MAKE SURE (NOW!) YOU KNOW
HOW TO MAKE EXPEDIENT FALLOUT SHELTERS - FREE DOWNLOAD
AVAILABLE ON NET -'- NUCLEAR SURVIVAL SKILLS' BY KEARNY Excellent PDF
here. Amazon Book link here.
MY RED SCREEN MEANS NUCLEAR WAR IS NOW INEVITABLE - THE THREE
EVENTS ARE RUSSIAN TAKE OUT OF OUR AIRCRAFT, AND OR TAKE OUT OF
MAJOR NAVAL ASSSET OVER SYRIA OR OFF THEIR COAST. THIS WOULD
ALSO APPLY TO SHOOT DOWN IN RUSSIAN AIRSPACE BORDERING NATO
NATIONS - THERE WILL BE ONE, POSSIBLY TWO, - SECOND EVENT - MASSIVE
CYBER ATTACKS ON BANK OR ADDITIONAL ESCALATION OF NORTH KOREAN
SATELLITES BELIEVED TO BE ARMED WITH EMP WAR HEADS. SUGGEST YOU
ALL ACQUIRE - GARY
HEAVINS MOVIE,
‘AMERIGEDDON' WHICH
SHOWS THE OUTCOME
OF EMP ATTACK AND
WHAT ENSUES, WHICH
ILLUSTRATES
CINEMATICALLY, ALL
THE UN TROOPS AND
FEMA CAMPS ETC!
THIRD EVENT
ASSASSINATION
ATTEMPT ON DONALD
TRUMP Might our leaders lie to the American people in order to get us into a war that they
want to further their own power and control over the world that the American
people don't approve of? As Hermann Goering told the world many years ago, OF
COURSE they would - all government's do! As Goering spoke back then, it's quite
easy to bring the people to do the bidding of its leaders and recent history in the
Middle East proves beyond all doubt to us that our government has been
deposing dictators to install their own dictators, for many, many years.
The Coming World War 3 Storm – World War 3 is About to Begin: 120 Countries
Amassing Troops! – What Are The best Tactics To Survive in a War? – ‘What to
do if War Breaks Out’
I have found several independent news headlines that talk about military
exercises and movements across the world, involving 120 countries! All U.S. and
most European news outlets aren’t reporting on this! The Middle East is a time
bomb set for detonation. Remember, ISIS is a CIA false flag meant to usher in
WW3 and has been funded by Barack Obama.
Play to 5:33: https://youtu.be/HfEx516qZII
Russia Launches No Fly Zone - Threatens War With US

Play to about 8:41: https://youtu.be/upu4sWYthMU
Unbelievable! They really ARE going to start a war with Russia!
Play to 3:46: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEXvN--l4rI
++ BREAKING WW3: Russia will take down any American airplane or missile
targeting Syrian army!
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQ0cTxABUY8
US prepares for the war against Russia in Syria - From criticism to direct threats
in just 1 month
Play: https://youtu.be/BlTmao12ZFs
Why America's Annihilation Is Assured Even If We Defeat Russia In World War 3 Is That Why They're Prepared To Move The US Capitol To Denver?

The 'flashback' story from Whiteout Press that Steve Quayle linked to on his
website this morning reminds us that our 'continuity of government' requires an
'alternative capitol' be in place just in case Washington DC is destroyed. Giving
us a great deal of evidence that the US's 'alternative capitol' is indeed hidden
underneath the 57 square miles that make up the Denver International Airport in
Colorado, we pray that all of the recent talk of World War 3 and swift and sudden
destruction doesn't soon materialize.
With shills coming out of the woodwork to debunk serious talk of a possible
World War 3 and nuclear annihilation for much of America and the world went
viral earlier this week, claiming all of the statements coming directly out of the
mouths of US military leaders, the Russian Embassy and Russian military leaders
is just 'bogus fearmongering', we take a look below at more signs that we might
soon witness those experts warnings coming true and the US capitol moved to
Denver in the process.
As the note Quayle left on the Whiteout Press story tells us, THIS IS WHY SO
MANY FOREIGN AND U.N. TROOPS ARE IN COLORADO, WHOSE MISSION IS TO
TAKE OUT ALL RESISTERS TO THE NWO IN THE COLORADO MOUNTAINS. We
also take a look below at why America's annihilation would be guaranteed even if

we were to somehow 'win' World War 3.
NUCLEAR INSANITY & 'DEAD HAND'
Perhaps now would be a good time to remind all of Russia's "Dead Hand" system
also known as he "Russian Doomsday Device," which insiders allege is still in
use. Via Wiki: "An example of fail-deadly deterrence, it can automatically trigger
the launch of the Russian intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) if a nuclear
strike is detected by seismic, light, radioactivity and overpressure sensors."
From September 2014, via Business Insider:
After Dead Hand was activated by Soviet military officials, "the first thing it does
is check the communication lines to work out if there's anyone alive and in
charge of the Soviet military," Alok Jha, author of "The Doomsday Handbook,"
told National Geographic. "If they're not alive, it takes over."
If Dead Hand did not detect signs of a preserved military hierarchy, the system
would perform a check for signals of a nuclear attack, such as a change in air
pressure, extreme light, and radioactivity.
If the system concluded that a nuclear strike had taken place, Dead Hand would
proceed to launch all of the remaining nuclear weapons from all of the silos
throughout the Soviet Union at targets across the Northern Hemisphere.
BOTTOM LINE
While many would describe the civil war in Syria as a powder keg, the addition of
Russia, the UK, China and the US into the mix, all nuclear powers, brings us to
the point where just one spark could ignite an even more deadly powder keg,
ending in global annihilation.
Breaking: Russia vetoes UN resolution to 'save Aleppo'...
(AFP) - Russia on Saturday vetoed a
UN draft resolution demanding an end
to the bombing of Aleppo, but its own
rival measure on a truce in Syria's warbattered city was rejected.
The failure of the two resolutions
deepened divisions at the Security
Council between Damascus ally
Moscow and the Western powers
backing opposition rebels in the war.
It was the fifth time that Russia used its
veto to block UN action to end the fiveyear war in Syria, which has claimed 300,000 lives.
Breaking: Moscow says American actions threaten national security...
MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said on Sunday he
had detected increasing U.S. hostility towards Moscow and complained about
what he said was a series of aggressive U.S. steps that threatened Russia's
national security.

In an interview with Russian state TV likely to worsen already poor relations with
Washington, Lavrov made it clear he blamed the Obama administration for what
he described as a sharp deterioration in U.S.-Russia ties.
"We have witnessed a fundamental change of circumstances when it comes to
the aggressive Russophobia that now lies at the heart of U.S. policy towards
Russia," Lavrov told Russian state TV's First Channel.
"It's not just a rhetorical Russophobia, but aggressive steps that really hurt our
national interests and pose a threat to our security."
He complained that NATO had been steadily moving military infrastructure closer
to Russia's borders and lashed out at Western sanctions imposed over Moscow's
role in the Ukraine crisis.
He also said he had heard that some policy makers in Washington were
suggesting that President Barack Obama sanction the carpet bombing of the
Syrian government's military air fields to ground its air force.
"This is a very dangerous game given that Russia, being in Syria at the invitation
of the legitimate government of this country and having two bases there, has got
air defense systems there to protect its assets," said Lavrov.
Lavrov said he hoped Obama would not agree to such a scenario.
Multinational Troops Preparing for Guerrilla Warfare in Colorado
Thursday, October 6, 2016

Colorado Has Assumed a Place of Special Importance to the New World Order
We have known for years that when Washington DC is destroyed, that Colorado will be
the next capital. The CIA and the DHS have moved a good portion of their operation to
underground facilities near Denver International Airport.

Predictive programming from the media has pointed to this fact. In the movie the
Hunger Games, Colorado was the location for “Capital City” in the mythical
country of Panem that looked eerily like Nixon’s breakup of the United States into 10
UN districts. In the recent TV series, Designated Survivor, the entire Federal
government was destroyed, except for a few survivors.
In 2011, Denver played host to Operation Mountain Guardian which was
essentially a FEMA/DHS incarceration drill using the NFL football Stadium home
of the Denver Broncos as the base of operations. Further, during the drill, DIA
was shut down, yet the elite flew their jets to DIA during the drill and presumably
disappeared underground. In many people’s minds, this anointed Denver as the
future headquarters of the US government.
Colorado Has Become An Agenda 21 Cesspool
Led by the Koch brothers, Colorado is on the verge of experiencing draconian
increases in utility rates because the energy providers in the Mile High state are
being conjoined which will lessen any competition.
In Colorado, if one publicly opposes Agenda 21, their children are stolen without
any other provocation (e.g. Stacy Lynne). In Colorado, farmers can legally only
use 50% of their land. Water cannot be trapped or reused in any form, even to
irrigate farm land. The Agenda 21 corruption in Colorado rivals anything found in
the Obama administration. And their schools have become bastions of liberalism
where glorifying Islam is encouraged, but expressions of Christianity are
forbidden (Sierra and Rocky Mountain High Schools). Colorado is lost and the
people are anesthetized and mesmerized by the success of the Denver Broncos
football team. However, this is only the beginning of the nightmare that is in store
for Colorado.
Eventually, people are going to rise up against these draconian NWO policies that have
overtaken my former home state. There are already signs of opposing the Agenda
21 takeover in large numbers. Further, Colorado is home of several key military
bases, including Ft. Carson. What if the military will not totally side with the
administration on the continuing subjugation of the state and the country, as a
whole. What if the military does what Oathkeepers demand, that the soldiers
honor their constitutional oath?
The globalists have prepared for this eventuality as well. If portions of the military defect
and defend the people, the war would likely be guerrilla. Well, the NWO has prepared
for that eventuality.
Multinational Troops Preparing for Guerrilla War In Colorado
I interviewed Paul Martin who lives and works in No. Colorado. There are more
nations with their troops in Colorado that one can count. They seemingly share
one thing, they are in Colorado to prepare for the guerrilla war that is coming
between the disaffected parts of the American military and the multinational
forces of the UN.
The eyewitness accounts of what is happening is not to be taken lightly as these
sightings are happening all over the country. The details are in this short video.
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8oPEr6PonE
http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2016/10/multinational-troops-preparingfor-guerrilla-warfare-in-colorado-2463166.html

Emergency Announcement: Where You Are Is Where You Will Soon Stay- WW3 Is
Here
One of my best sources has issued the most stern warning that I have ever
received.
You are going to awake on a lazy Sunday morning and realize that the world as you
knew it has changed in a moment.
Below is a conversation I just had with my very best ex-military/intelligence source who
is still very connected.
“…Dave, whatever vacations you have planned, cancel them. When you leave for work
work in the morning, take supplies with you and a way to protect yourself.”
I asked, “Why, what is going on?”
“There are plans in place under The Continuity of Government (COG) that will close
roads, bridges and highways and shut off access to cities. There will shoot to kill orders
for violators. When the war starts, you will have a 60-90 minute window, if you are
lucky, to do some limited travel and then you will then be confined to the area
that you are in. And that is assuming that you are not in a targeted area in which
case your preparations will not matter. The notion that there will initially be FEMA
camps open that will feed and house you until the crisis is over is false. You
won’t be going to the high school gym to sleep and be fed. THIS COUNTRY HAS
NO CIVIL DEFENSE PLAN IN PLACE TO PROTECT ITS CITIZENS. COG exists to
not save American lives, but to help the government and other key personnel to
survive during war or a natural disaster as well as to prevent a counter-revolution
in times of war, or anticipated war with key corporate-banking-government
officials as the target of the people, paramilitary groups and rogue American
troops who have defected. You know that I am correct because you have covered
UWEX 16.
COG is designed to neutralize any organizing efforts from the people, local law
enforcement and various military units who are not going to be on board with
what is coming. The COG could be rolled out first, but that is not likely because it
would tip off the Russians that war is imminent and that would trigger a Russian
or Chinese first strike! So, I think we have 60-90 minutes once the decision is
made to go to war to get home and there you will be trapped.
You have done a great job warning the public to be self-sufficient. However, most
have not heeded the warnings from yourself and others. You will have to be able
to defend yourself 24/7 and I hope your alliances are in effect because you cannot
go it alone. Our country has never experienced anything like what we are about to
experience…”
I have not been able to sleep since I had this conversation. This conversation is
very similar to the one that Paul Martin has had with his best source.
This Is Not the Lone Voice In Wilderness
If I suffered from cognitive dissonance, I would dismiss what has been written to this
point as one point of view from an anonymous source. However, there are multiple wellplaced sources saying the same. For example, Paul Martin of Revolutionradio.org
contacted me yesterday and stated that Putin had moved tactical nuclear weapons into
Estonia and Lativa. Russian troops are mobilized on the Polish border. I wrote to Steve

Quayle and asked if he was aware of this and he said “Yes”. I contacted two other
sources and they had slightly different versions, but essentially the facts were
confirmed.
Additionally, as I began to inquire from previous sources about their awareness of these
events, I learned why we are back in Iraq. We are not chasing ISIS, we are are
installing tactical nuclear weapons with modified missile shields. This was a clear
signal that we are planning on attacking Syria AND Iran. This, in part, is what has
set Putin off when he demanded NATO vacate Eastern Europe or be attacked. Further I
learned that Vietnam’s military has upped their level of readiness. The Chinese, on their
artificiality constructed Islands in the South China Sea, have gone on high alert as have
the North Koreans. This is why the US and the South Koreans have been engaged in
massive military drills over the past six months. Further, we are arming the South
Koreans to a high degree. When war breaks out in either Syria or Eastern Europe,
China and North Korea are expected to make their move as well.
I was told by a secondary intelligence source that if I should lose my satellite signal
on my TV, war is already underway and I would have 30 minutes to react and be
in place in an area that I would want to be. I knew instantly what he meant as I
have recently written an article that World War III will actually begin in space, as
all sides will try to take down the eyes and ears of their command and control and
that means the use of killer satellites to take down the satellites of the other side.
Based on the seriousness of the events and lateness of the hour, Paul and I
decided to do a hurried interview that would be released early this morning. This
was decided because we don’t know how much longer that we are going to have
our communications available and working.
The following interview contains some stunning revelations such as UN
Peacekeepers on American soil that are embedded into American society.
This article will close with the Paul Martin interview which was recorded in the late 10/8
early 10/9 time frame. There are stunning details in the unrehearsed unscripted
interview. This interview also reviews the progression of threats coming out of Russia
over the past 3 days. Updates will be provided so long as communications are
functioning.
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmMaQWylaQA
http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2016/10/emergency-announcementwhere-you-are-at-is-where-you-will-soon-stay-ww3-is-here-2463274.html

